
Dear Valued Member, 

 

We would like to take a moment to reach out to our members who hold a Reid Hospital 

Employee membership at Family FitnessWorks.  The rate that you are currently paying, and 

have been paying for the last few years, was a grandfathered rate that was honored for many 

years. Even through other membership and rate changes, we continued not to modify the rate 

of the employees of Reid Hospital. We did so because of the WellnessWorks bundle package 

that Reid Hospital offered their employees, which is in direct correlation with Family              

FitnessWorks and the partnerships within. 

When Reid Hospital discontinued the WellnessWorks benefits, Family FitnessWorks 

could no longer justify the discounted membership rate that was being offered. FFW chose to 

extend the rate to Reid employees for another year. 

With the restructuring of our membership schedule, your membership rate and      

structure will change effective October 1st, 2015, and become up-to-date with all other       

Corporate Memberships. Please keep in mind that this is still over a 20% discount for Reid   

Employees, and a10% discount for Reid Couple & Family Memberships. 

 

  It has been five years since the last time we made changes to our rates, at which time 

did not affect Reid Employees. We made the changes to afford newer and  updated          

equipment, during our extensive expansion into the current main facility. In the past five years, 

we have expanded ALL of our Group Fitness classrooms to better accommodate larger         

participation and more comfortable spaces. We expanded our childcare space to give children 

more room to actively play during their stay, and we’ve added a Youth Center with specialized 

circuit equipment. Upon high requests, two Saunas were installed, one in each of the lower 

level locker rooms. To keep up with the ever-changing demands for more functional-style     

fitness training, we added the Functional Training room, with a variety of new equipment     

options. In order to better serve our surrounding communities, and traveling clientele, FFW 

opened two 24-hour membership-reciprocal facilities– one in Liberty, IN and the other on  

Richmond’s eastside.  

We strive to give our members the best that there is to offer, and wish to continue     

doing so for generations to come.  We feel that we are truly the premiere fitness complex in 

the Richmond and surrounding areas.  We Thank YOU for being a member of Family               

FitnessWorks, and being a part of it all! 


